
This document is an official supplement to the Star 
Trek Official Tournament Guide and Star Trek First 
Edition rules documents. This document provides 
the list of cards that are X-Listed (banned) from use 
in Star Trek First Edition sanctioned Standard format 
tournaments.

Entries that are new, changed, or expanded since 
the last version of this document are marked with an 
asterisk (*) before the topic and are listed in red.

The following cards may not be included in a 
Standard format deck.

1. All First Edition verbs or Artifacts from the 
following sets: Premiere, Alternate 
Universe, Q-Continuum.

2. All cards that have a Holodeck Adventures 
expansion icon.

3. Jack, Maladjusted Misfit 3R175

4. Standard Orbit 14U39

5. Cards in the Virtual Promos set (unless 
the original version of that card appears in 
a legal set).

Clarification of Reprints
Cards reprinted in later sets become legal in 
Standard format (provided that reprint is in a legal 
set).  For example, the dilemma Wind Dancer is 
legal as it is reprinted in The Next Generation Set.  
All referee cards are legal as they were reprinted in 
the Referee Reprints set. Holoprojectors is not legal 
as the set it was reprinted in, Holodeck Adventures, 
is banned.

Cards released through errata or as virtual promos 
are not legal. For example, the interrupt Amanda 
Rogers is not legal, even though a new version 
appears in the errata file.  The virtual promo of 
Barclay’s Protomorphosis Disease is not legal 
because the original card comes from Premiere.

Cards “reprinted” as foil Decipher promos or in 
Reflections do NOT become legal.  Their set of 
origin remains the same.

Definition of Verbs
Verbs are defined as the following card types: 
Dilemma, Doorway, Event, Incident, Interrupt, 
Objective, Tactic, Trouble
This includes Q-Icon verbs.

As opposed to Nouns which are the following card 
types: Artifact, Equipment, Facility, Mission, 
Personnel, Ships, Site, Time Location, Tribble

Identifying Premiere, Alternate Universe and Q-
Continuum cards
Cards from the first three sets are easily recognized 
as they have no expansion icon.
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